
creasing solutions. It is therefore necessary to take a 
linear combination of the solutions, which corresponds 
to successive integration along the contours C2 and Cs • 
Deforming these contours and taking into account the 
analyticity of the integrand, we find that the integration 
can be carried out along the axis 1) = 0, and the main 
contribution to the integral is made by the vicinities of 
the points t6 and ts • Accurate to constant factors we 
obtain as x _ - 00 

(A.S) 

For a solution that decreases as x - - 00, we must 
construct contour that passes through the point ts. As 
x-+ oo , the main contribution to the integration along 
such a contour is made by the vicinities of the points 
tl and t4 , which lead to increasing (as x-+ oo ) solu
tions. 

1)Generally speaking, it will be possible to conclude from (9) that 
the WKB solution takes the form 

exp [ ±; S (k.'+1/4r') ", dr ] . 

As shown by Langer[14I (see, e. g. ,[SI), a consistent allowance 
for the singularity in the vicinity of r= 0 leads to the expres
sions. 
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Experimental investigation of spontaneous emission by neon 
in the presence of a strong monochromatic field 

v. P. Kochanov, S. G. Rautian, E. G. Saprykin, and A. M. Shalagin 

Spectroscopy Institute, USSR Academy of Sciences 
(Submitted October 10, 1975) 
Zh. Eksp. Teor. Fiz. 70, 2074-2086 (June 1976) 

Quantitative measurements of the spontaneous emission spectra of atoms in the presence of a laser field 
are performed. Spontaneous emission is recorded for the 3 S2-2 P. (0.6328 ,...) and 3 S2 -2 PIO (0.5434 ,...) 
transitions in neon. The laser field is at resonance with the 3 S2-2 P. transition. The line broadening and 
shifts due to atom-atom and atom-electron collisions are measured. The relative amplitUde of the broad 
spectral component of the nonlinear resonance is determined. The experimental results are used to verify 
the nonlinear-resonance theory. 

PACS numbers: 32.1O.Nw, 32.1O.Ks 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The first experimental[1-4l and theoretical(S-Sl studies 
of the spectroscopy of spontaneous emission of a gas in 
the presence of a monochromatic laser field were pub
lished relatively long ago. These papers were devoted 
to the modification of the spontaneous-emission spec
trum by the laser field as a result of saturation effects, 
field splitting, and nonlinear interference effects. 
These changes manifest themselves as relatively sharp 
spectral structures (resonances) superimposed on in
homogeneously broadened lines. The shapes of the res
onances depend, generally speaking, on the observation 
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direction, while their widths are as a rule much smaller 
than the Doppler width. 

Field-induced changes in the spectra can be regis
tered by measuring the absorption of a probing laser 
field, or by observing the spontaneous emission from 
the perturbed levels. The difficulties connected with 
the low brightness of the spontaneous emission and with 
the need for using high-resolution spectral apparatus 
hinder the progress of research on spontaneous emis
sion. The available datart,sl are by way of qualitative 
reports of the phenomena and cannot claim to offer a 
quantitative check on the theory. At the same time, the 
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spontaneous-emission method has an important advan
tage, since the interpretation of the results on spon
taneous emission is in many cases simpler than that of 
the results on absorption of a sounding field. 

The purpose of the present study was to obtain by the 
spontaneous-emission method quantitative nonlinear
resonance data for the lines A =0. 6328 (382 - 2P4) and 
0.5434 (382 - 2P10) J1. of neon. The results were used by 
us to verify the theory and to determine the width and 
the shift of the resonances due to collisions with elec
trons and atoms. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS AND DATA
REDUCTION METHOD 

The employed experimental setup and the sequence 
of the measurements have been described in detail in[9l. 
The emission from a stabilized single-mode laser (A 
=0.63 J1.), modulated at a low frequency (18 Hz), after 
passing through an inclined semitransparent mirror, 
was incident on a gas-discharge cell with neon. The 
spontaneous emission of the neon, propagating in the di
rection opposite to the laser field, was reflected from 
the aforementioned mirror and entered the recording 
section, which consisted of a monochromator crossed 
with a Fabry-Perot interferometer, and a photomulti
plier. The alternating part of the signal was detected, 
amplified, and recorded with an automatic plotter. 
Thus, when the interferometer was scanned, the spec
trogram recorded only the laser-field-induced modifi
cation of the spectrum. 

In the observation of the spontaneous emission on the 
transition 382-2P4' the signal was appreciably distorted 
by the scattered laser light. To eliminate the scat
tered-light signal when working with this transition, we 
used additional modulation of the current in the dis
charge cell, at a frequency 600 Hz, and the recording 
system was correspondingly modified. Observation of 
the 0.54 J1. line was carried out in a polarization that 
coincided with the polarization of the laser beam, while 
observation of the 0.63 J1. line was carried out with per
pendicular polarization. The discharge cell, cooled 
with running water, had an inside diameter 3.3 mm and 
a length 40 cm. The laser-beam diameter in the cell 
was'" 3 mm. The free spectral range ~i of the Fabry
Perot interferometer was 2000 MHz. The half-width 
Yi of the interferometer apparatus profile was 32 MHz 
for both A =0. 63 and 0.54 J1., and was monitored in the 
course of the operation. 

An exact solution of the problem of the weak-field 
absorption spectrum in the presence of the strong field 
interacting with the same or with a neighboring transi
tion is given in the Appendix. In first-order approxi
mation in the nonlinear effect, the changes of the spec
trum in the case of "backward" observation are due only 
to changes in the velocity distribution of the populations. 
From formula (A. 14) of the Appendix we obtain for the 
transition 382-2P10' A =0.5434 J1. the following expres
sion for the spontaneous-emission line contour 
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k. 
2~2=~m' + k ~mn, 

Qjl=WIJ,-OOml, Q=W-Olmn, klJ.=roJc, k=w!c, 

V= (2kBT/m) 'I,. 

Here w, k and wI" kl' are the frequencies and wave num
bers of the weak and strong fields; r lJ , ~Ij' and wIJ 

are the widths, shifts, and frequencies of the i-j tran
sitions; rJ is the decay probability of the j level (in
cluding the spontaneous and collision-dominated decays; 
IIj is the departure frequency for the strong-collision 
model. The subscripts i,j =m, n, 1 corresponds to the 
levels 382' 2P4' and 2P10' respectively; C2 is propor
tional to the strong-field intensity and the observed 
signal is proportional to A. 

The half-width 2r2 of the first term in the square 
brackets is much smaller than kl'v, i. e., it describes 
the sharp part of the field structure, or the "peak. " 
The second term in the square brackets with half-width 
-kl'v will henceforth be called the "band" or the "ped
estal." The coefficient C2 determines the ratio of the 
amplitudes of the band under the peak at n = ~mn' and 
from formula (A. 14) we have 

(2) 

where ii m is the arrival'frequency and AmO is the Ein
stein coefficient for the transition to the ground state. 
If the substitutions 

are made, expressions (1) and (2) describe the spon
taneous emission line for the transition m -n, A 
=0.6328 J1..1) 

We proceed to describe the procedure used to reduce 
the spectrograms. An important item here is the cor
rect separation of the sharp peak from the pedestal. 
To this end, a procedure was developed, [10l in which it 
was assumed that the overlap of the wings of the ped
estal from different interference orders produces a 
homogeneous background (~i;:; (0. 5-l)kV). Under our 
conditions ~I = 2000 MHz and kv = 825 and 960 MHz for 
A =0. 63 and 0.54 J1., while the line with the Doppler 
width is marked with a tilde. Failure to take into ac
count the "waviness" of the pedestal overestimates the 
values of r 1,2 by 3-12 MHz and lowers C1,2 by a factor 
of two. 

The waviness of the pedestal was taken into account 
in the following manner. The first approximation was 
taken to be the value of r obtained by the procedure 
of[10l. starting from this value of r, with allowance for 
the overlap of the orders and for the apparatus profiles 
of the interferometers, formulas (A. H) and (A.14) 
were used to calculate the amplitude h of the sharp part 
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p, mm Hg P, mm Hg 

FIG. 1. Pressure broadening of resonance: a) A = O. 63 /.L. 
line l-i=145 rnA. 2-i=0; b) A=0.54 /.L. line l-i=180 mAo 
2-i=0. 

at n", - ~m/(n) = ~/2. The amplitude h2 of the pedestal 
at this point was defined as the difference between the 
experimental value of the signal and the value of hl' 
The waviness of the pedestal was then calculated from 
the value of hl and under certain assumptions concern
ing the shape of the pedestal. This was followed by 
second measurement of the parameters on the spectro-. 
gram, with the aid of which the corrected values of r 
and C were obtained by the procedure of[lol.2) 

In the calculation of the shape of the pedestal we took 
into account the absorption of the spontaneous emission 
as it propagates over the discharge tube. Owing to the 
self-absorption, the intensity of the radiation that 
emerges from the tube is proportional to the expres
sion 

I • 

I(Q,,) ex S J,(Q"x)exp [- S"-,,(Q,,,x')dx' ldx. (3) . . 
The dependence of J", and of the weak-field absorption 
coefficient a", is due to the absorption by the strong 
field, the intensity of which is proportional to 
exp[ - a(n)x], where a(n) is the strong-field absorp
tion coefficient. For A =0. 63 J1., according to these 
measurements, we have a(n)l, a",(n",)1;S0.4; in addi
tion, the population Nn of the 2P4 level was much higher 
than that of the 3s 2 (Nm ) level. 3) Under these conditions, 
as shown by analysis, allowance for the self-absorption 
reduces to multiplying (1) by the factor 1 - a",(n",)1/2. 
In view of the large spectral widths of a",(n",), the self
absorption has practically no influence on the contour 
of the sharp peak in (1) and affects only the shape of the 
band, a fact also accounted for in the calculation. 
a",(n",) was then assumed to have a VOigt contour. For 
the O. 54-J1. line, the self-absorption was small and not 
taken into account. 

The line broadening due to the intensity of the laser 
field (- 0.2 W / cm2) came into play at pressures P below 
1.5 mm Hg, and amounted to 7.0±1.5 MHz atp=0.37 

TABLE L 

).,~ 

O.63~8 
0.5434 

QI.:. 

rOl,l, MHz MHz 

mm H~ 

7.7±1.5 I 3~:'::2 
106±1.;i 27±1.5 

, 
h •• 2 <VpO'e>hl I (V .... e)H 

j 
MHz/A 

mm Hg to-5 em' /sec 

-

I 114±14 I S.3±1.1 I -7.B±0.6 
110±1O 7.5±O.B -B.7±O.S 
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TABLE II. 

Source r3sJ 'MHz r2p4-' MHz rzP10' MHz 

12 8.3±O.1 6.4±O.1 
IS 6.4±O.5 6.9±O.6 
14 6.9±0.5 
15 7.3±1.4 

" 6.7±0.4 6.0±0.4 
17 B.15 5.1 
18 6.4; 6.65; 7.15 9.0; 10.3; 10.3 6.1; 6.95; 7.15 

" 6.1; 6.4; 6.4 
20 B.3±0.3 9.i5±0.lj 

mm Hg. The values of r l•2 were extrapolated to zero 
field intensity. The slight current dependence of the 
result of the field extrapolation was disregarded. Vari-

, ation of the discharge current alters, in general, the 
temperature and the density of the gas. Under the con
ditions of the present experiments (see[9l) this factor 
has practically no influence on the width of the reso
nance. 

Allowance for the aperture broadening resulting from 
the finite aperture ~8 of the cone of the wave vectors in 
the registered beam[6l reduces to subtracting a constant 
correction ~8kv=3 MHz from r l•2. 

Throughout the data reduction it was assumed that 
n - ~mn = O. The experiments were performed in a 
natural mixture of neon isotopes at pressures P from 
0.37 to 2.1 mm Hg and at currents i from 20 to 180 rnA. 

3. MEASUREMENT RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The broadening of the resonance by pressure is il
lustrated in Fig. 1. 4) The pOints rl • 2(i,p) (lines 2) 
were obtained by linear extrapolation to zero currents 
using four to six values of r l•2(i,p). 

The experimental values of r l.2(i,p) can be well rep
resented by[lll 

r.=r •• +a.p+b.pi, a;=1, 2. (4) 

where rOl and r 02 are the spontaneous half-widths of 
the 0.63 and 0.54 J1. lines; aOf. and bOf. do not depend on 
p or on i. They were determined by us by least squares 
over the entire aggregate of values of r Of. (i, p) obtained 
at different pressures and discharge currents, and are 
listed in Table I. 

Tables II and III give the data on the spontaneous 
width and on the pressure broadening of the 3s2-2P4 
transition line of neon and on the widths of the levels 
3s2, 2P., and 2PlO obtained by a number of workers and 
from our results. The most reliable of these are the 

TABLE III. 

Source I r ol • MHz ordap 

!~ 
9,05±O.22 
8.5±2 

15· 25· 
9±1.5 32±2.5 

1l±3 24±2 
9.2±1.0 2!l±2 

Present 7.7±1.5 32±2 
work 

*The values were deter
mined from the graph in 122 I. 
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values r2P4 = 8. 3 MHz, C13] r 2PI0 = 6. 4 MHz C12J and r 382 
=6.4 MHz. C13J Starting from these values we have for 
the 3s2 -2P4 transition r 01 = r Omn = (r 382 + r 2P4)/2 = 7.4 
MHz, which is in good agreement with the measured 
value of r 01' The best agreement of the quantity al 

= (ar1/ap)i=0, obtained from the present measurements 
is with the data OfCll ,23]. 

It is natural to assume that the broadening of the 0.63 
and 0.54 J.L lines is determined principally by the per
turbation of the upper level. Since the 0.63 and 0.54 J.L 

lines have a common upper level (3s 2 ), the collision 
widths for the transitions 3s2-2P4 and 3s2-2PI0 should 
be equal. Under these conditions, the theory yields 
(see (1)) 

(5 ) 

with the left-hand inequality corresponding to the spon
taneous widths and the right-hand inequality to the im
pact widths. From Table I at P = 1 mm Hg and i = 100 
rnA we have r 2/r1 =0.93 ±0.15. The perfectly satis
factory agreement between these numbers can be re
garded as an experimental confirmation of the theory 
of nonlinear resonances. 

It is obvious from (4) and (1) that the half-widths r mn 

and r ml can be represented in the form 

rom,+k.romjk=2r" am ,+k"a",'/k=2a" 
bm,+k.b",)k=2b,. 

(6) 

Using relations (6) and the data of Tables I and II to 
determine r Oml , ami, and bml for the 3s 2-2PlO transition, 
we obtain 

b,",=71±26 MHz/A-mm Hg, 

L",,=12.2±3.4 MHz, 

a".:=16.8±3.8 MHz/mm Hg. 

The disparity between a mn , bmn (Table I) and ami, bmll as 
well as between r Oml and rOml=(r382+r2Pl0)/2=6.4 
MHz C12,13J can nevertheless hardly be assigned any im
portance, since such a recalculation is quite sensitive 
to the systematic errors of r 1,2' 

Let us examine the behavior of the quantities C1,2' 

The amplitude of the C1,2 pedestal under our conditions 
is 0.1-0.2 of the amplitude of the peak component. As 
functions of the pressure, C1,2 are practically constant, 
and decrease with increasing current. These singulari
ties can be readily explained on the basis of the theo
retical expression (2) for C1 and C2 • Indeed, substi
tuting, for example, the value of r 1 from (4) in the ex
pression for ClI we obtain 

C,=2l';tVm+Amo rOl+(a,+b,i)p 
kv r m+vm-vm-Amo+2b,pi 

(7 ) 

It is assumed in (7) that the electronic broadening is 
due to inelastic processes, and therefore the probabil
ity of the decay of the state m contains the term 2btPi. 
At pressures P -1 mm Hg and currents i -100 rnA we 
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a 

0.2 

0.1 

l I I I ! 

o 50 100 150 200 0 50 100 150 200 
i, rnA i,rnA 

FIG. 2. Ratio of the amplitudes of the Ct ,2 pedestal and peak 
as functions of the current i and of the pressure p in the dis
charge: a):>-=0.63J.L, pOints: o-p=1.94mmHg, ~-1.4, 
'V'-1.0, 0-0.7, 0-0.37; b) :>-=0.54 J.L; points ~p=2.1 mm 
Hg, ~-1. 6, 'V'-1.2, 0-0.8, 0-0.94. 

have 

and consequently C1 depends little on p. Since, further
more, r 01'" 8 MHz> r m -AmO - 4 MHz, C25] it follows that 
C1 should decrease with increasing current, as is in
deed observed in experiment. 

Figure 2 shows a plot of C1,2(i) at r m + 11m - iim -AmO 
=4 MHz, iim +Amo = 12. 6 MHz, P =0. 7 mm Hg and at the 
values of al and b1 measured by us. This plot accounts 
correctly for the experimental behavior of C1 (i), thus 
providing additional corroboration of the theory. 

In a preceding study, CllJ analysis of the spectrum of 
the stimulated absorption on the transition 3s2-2P4 has 
revealed an increase of the relative amplitude of the 
pedestal with increasing current. It was therefore as
sumed there that an appreciable role in the formation 
of the pedestal is played by strong collisions (or their 
analogs) on the 2P4 level. Under the conditions of the 
present study, in contrast toC11l , the relaxation of the 
lower level does not influence the emission spectrum, 
and the fact that the relative amplitude behaves qualita
tively in a different manner than inC1ll favors the hy
pothesis advanced there. 

The following formula holds for the ratio of the quan
tities C1 and C2 : 

C, 11 k r, 
c;=wk;:r;' (8) 

It was obtained in the strong-collision model from the 
velocities and the magnetic sublevels. Allowance for 
the level degeneracy has led to the appearance of a nu
merical coefficient 11/10 in the right-hand side of (8). 
At r mn = r ml it follows from (8) that C2/ C1 = 1. 02. The 
experimental ratio c2/c1, on the other hand, is 1. 0 
±0.15, in good agreement with the theory. Using the 
last value and formula (8), we obtain another indepen
dent estimate of the quantity r 2/r1 = 1. 06 ±0.16, which 
is also in good agreement with (5), i. e., it confirms 
the theory of nonlinear resonances and the assumption 
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FIG. 3. Current part of the resonance width r 11• 2 as a func
tion of the electron concentration ne: 1) A = 0.63 J.L. 2) A = 0.54 J.L; 
the symbols for the different pressures in the case of the 
0.63 and 0.54 J.L lines are the same as in Fig. 2. x-p = O. 6 
mmHg. 

that the broadening is due predominantly to the pertur
bation of the upper 3s2 level. 

4. LINE BROADENING AND SHI FT BY ELECTRONS 

The current part of the broadening and of the shift is 
due predominantly to collisions with electrons[9.111; the 
half-width and the shift can therefore be represented in 
the form 

r a =r'a+ roa + f,a =f'a+aap+n,<v,a/>a, 

~a.=~alX+~ia.=~aa;+ne(VeO/')a., Cl=i, 2. 
(9) 

Here ne and Ve are the concentration and velocity of the 
electrons, 0'; and 0';' are the cross sections for the 
electronic broadening and shift. We are interested in 
the quantities (veO';) .. and (veO';') ... To determine them 
it is obviously sufficient to know ne , rl .. (ne ), and 
~I .. (ne)· 

The electron concentration ne is connected with the 
current i by the relation i =enevaS, where v;, is the av
erage drift velocity of the electrons and S is the cross 
section area of the tube. The drift veloCity va was de
termined by us by averaging over all the data given 
in[26.27]. The longitudinal electric field intensity ~ as 
a function of i and p, which we need in order to deter
mine va, was measured by us by a probe procedure. 
The measured values ~(i,p)-11-15 V/cm agree with 
the data given in[28]. The dependence of It on i and p 
leads to a deviation from the linear ne(pi) dependence, 
thus limiting the accuracy of the representation (4). 
The obtained values, accurate to :s 5%, are represented 
in the form 

11,= (11.0-2.1p-3.~i)pi. (10) 

where ne is in units of 1012 cm-3, p is in mm Hg, and i 
is in amperes. The scatter in the values of va obtained 
by various authors[26, 27] seems to permit the absolute 
value of ne to be determined with an error amounting to 
a factor of 1. 5-2. 

The values of (veO';) were determined by least-squares 
reduction using (9) and are listed in Table 1. The val
ues of ro .. and a .. , obtained by reduction through the use 
of ne, agree well with those obtained by reduction with 
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the aid of the product ip (4). The error of (veO';) does 
not include the inaccuracy of ne' Figure 3 illustrates 
the rl .. (ne ) dependence. 

Let us compare the results known to us on the elec
tronic broadening of the 0.63 J..L line of neon. The val
ue obtained in[29] for the arithmetic mean of the quenCh
ing of the 3s2 and 2P. levels, which gives the electron 
broadening due only to inelastic processes, is 

'1.( (v,a.)", +<v,.a') ,,) 

= (6.8±1.2) ·10-' cm3 sec- l • 

According to[30] we have (veO' 1) .. /2'" 5' 10-5 cm3sec-1. 
The measurements Of[l1] yielded (VeO';)1 = (6. 5 ± 0.5) 
. 10-5 cm3sec-1• We note that the data cited and our 
data are in good agreement, even though different meth
ods were used to obtain them and to determine ne' 

The electronic shift ~Ia was measured in the follow
ing way: With the interferometer continuously scanned, 
the discharge current is switched at the instant when the 
next minimum of the signal is recorded, so that the 
peak that follows the minimum is recorded with a dif
ferent value of the current. The change of the distance 
between a given peak and an adjacent neighboring peak 
is in fact the current shift for the given pair of currents. 
The shift of the 0.63 J..L line, in addition, was measured 
simultaneously by the method proposed in[9]. Within 
the accuracy limit, both methods yielded the same re
sults. The current shift of the 0.63 J..L line, measured 
at p =0. 7 mm Hg was a~i1/ai = 73 ± 6 MHz/ A when aver
aged over nine values. For .\=0.54 J..L andp=2.0 mm 
Hg we obtained a~12/ai=232± 16 MHz/A (32 values). 
Consequently, after converting p and i into ne , we ob
tain directly the values of (VeO';')1.2 listed in Table 1. 
From the data ort31•11 ] it follows that (VeO';')1 = - (6. 5 
± O. 6)' 10-5 cm3sec-1 • 

In analogy with the widths, assuming equal shifts of 
the lines of the transitions m - n and m -l (~ .. n = ~",), 
the theory of nonlinear resonances predicts ~/ ~1 
= (VeO';')2/(VeO';')1 =1.08. From experiment we have 

< v,a,"),! (v,a,">. =1.12±0.12. 

For the 0.63 and O. 54 J..L lines, the ratio of the elec
tronic broadening and shift, measured under the condi
tions of our experiments, and likewise independent of 
the inaccuracy of ne , is equal to 

<v,a,'>. =-0.86±O.12. 
(V ea,,") 2, 

This is much less than predicted by the non-adiabatic 
theory, [32] according to which the calculations Of[l1] 
yield (veO';\/(VeO';')1 = - 2. 2, and is in good agreement 
with the results of the measurements made by another 
method in[11l: (veO';)tI(veu;')1=-1.0±0.13. 

5. CONCLUSION 

Let us examine the agreement between the theory of 
the nonlinear resonances and experiment. Our present 
measurements have made it possible to compare with 
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the theory the ratio of the widths and the shifts of the 
nonlinear resonances in the 3s2 -2P4 and 3s2 -2P10 tran
sitions, which have a common upper level, and also 
the ratio of the amplitudes of the "pedestals" for these 
transitions. These ratios agree with the predictions 
of the theory (within -15%) so that our results consti
tute the first quantitative confirmation of the theory of 
nonlinear resonance in spontaneous emission. 

Even the very first theoretical paper[5-8] called for 
the shape and width of the nonlinear resonances to be 
anisotropic, i. e., dependent on the observation direc
tion. The effect of anisotropy was experimentally in
vestigated in[33] for nonlinear resonance in stimulated 
emission (the neon transitions 2s 2-2Pl and 2s2 -2P4) 
and, in the opinion of the authors of the cited reference, 
quantitative agreement with the theory was reached. 

Other experiments confirm the theory of nonlinear 
resonances qualitatively. In addition to those listed in 
the review, [34] notice should be taken of the experimen
tal studies of the absorption of a weak probing field in 
the presence of a saturating strong field, in the 3s 2-

2P4 transition of neon, [35] which have revealed a strong 
dependence of the shape and width of the absorption line 
on the polarization state of the probing and saturating 
fields. 

We emphasize that the most reliable data on the ab
solute values of ar lap, (v. a ;), and (v. a ;'), obtained in 
the neon term system by different methods of nonlinear 
laser spectroscopy (absorption of a weak field in the 
presence of a strong one, magnetic scanning, sponta
neous emission in the presence of an external field, and 
others) are all in perfectly good agreement with one 
another. 

It can thus be concluded from the entire aggregate of 
the presently available experimental data that the the
ory of nonlinear resonances in the model of relaxation 
constants and strong collisions has been quantitatively 
corroborated. 

APPENDIX 

The problem of the absorption and emission (spon
taneous, stimulated) of a probing field in the presence 
of a strong field (traveling monochromatic wave), for 
the same transition (twO-level system) or an adjacent 
transition (three-level system), in the model of strong 
collisions and nondegenerate states, was solved exactly 
for arbitrary intensity of the strong field. 

In a two-level system (transition m -n) the matrix 
element of the interaction is given by 

V m.=G exp [-i(wt-kr) ]+G, exp [-i(w"t-k"r)], 

G=Edmn/2/i, G,,=E.dm /2tz, (A.O 

where dmn is the dipole-moment .matrix elements and 
E" is the amplitude of the weak classical field or the 
amplitude of the vacuum oscillations at the frequency 

w". 
The density matrix elements Pij in the case (A.O can 
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be represented in the form 

fljj=Rjj+r;jexp [-i(et-qr)]+rj/exp [i(et-qr)], j=m, n; 

pmn={Rmn+rmn exp [-i(et-qr)]+rmn exp [i(et-qr)]} 

X"xp [-i(Qt-kr)]; (A.2) 
fl .. ,,=P.,:, 

where 

The matrix elements RIJ correspond to the solution of 
the problem with only one strong field G. The incre
ments rij and r mn are due to the weak field G". 

Under stationary conditions, the values of R jj , rij' 

and r mn do not depend on the coordinates and time, and 
satisfy the following matrix equations (in analogy 
with[36]): 

[f-i(Q'+G) ]fI-~<h>W(v) =Q, 

[f-i(e'H2'+G) fr-~<;)W(v)=iG.fI. 

(A.3) 

(A.4) 

The angle brackets denote integration with respect to 
the velocity v, and W(v) is the Maxwellian distribution. 
The matrices in (A. 3) and (A.4) have the following 
structure: 

" ~ (. V'm -t Am.) (Qm) 
g' = g'£:, V = E Vn () = Qn 

"mn' 0' 

V~n 0 

(
Rmm') (Tmm) (' 0 0 G' - G) ~ _ Rnn • = r"n ~ = 0 0 - G' G 

R - Rmn ,r rmn' G G _ GOO ' 

R;'n r:"n - G' G' 0 0, 

(A.5) 

(' ~ ~ ~ -G~r) 
Gr-G}'O 0 ' 
o 0 0 0 

Q'=Q-kv, g'=e-qv. 

Here E is the unit matrix; Qm and Qn are the rates of 
excitation of the levels m and n; iim, iin, and iimn are the 
"arrival" frequencies; Ymn is the constant of the radia
tive decay of the level m via the m - n channel. 

(A.3) is a closed equation for R. Its solution was 
analyzed in[36], and here it is only generalized to take 
into account the spontaneous m - n transitions. Equa
tion (A. 4) for r is of the same form as (A.3). The 
only difference is that the matrix of the system of equa
tions (A.4) was changed by if', and the right-hand side 
was determined by the solution of Eq. (A.3). The ma
trix G" was specified concretely for two problems: 
the spontaneous emission on the m -n transition (first 
expression) and the work of a weak external field (stim
ulated emission minus absorption). In the former case 
the form of G" was determined in accordance with the 
prescription of the classical description of spontaneous 
emission. [37] 
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By virtue of the linearity of the initial equations, in 
a weak field G,., it is easy to generalize the problem in 
question to include the case of an arbitrary spectral 
composition for a weak field. Namely, at 

Vmn=Gexp[-i(wt-kr}]+ ~G.exp[-i(w.t-k.r}] (A.6) 

the solution for PH will be the following: 

pjj=R;; + ~ {r,;"exp[ -i(e.t-q.r} ]+r;{ exp[i(e.t-q"r}]}, 

" e.=Q.-Q, q.=k.-k, (A.7) 

pmn = (Rmn + ~ {rmn·exp[ -i(e.t-q.r}] 

+'mn·exp[i(e.t-q.r}]} )exp [ -i(Qt-kr}], 

where each of the sets of r::"', r~n' r::"', r::; satisfies 
Eq. (A. 4). 

The solutions of Eqs. (A.3) and (A.4) are 

(11)= [£-<A -IW (v) )t.]-'<k'Q), 

R= . .J:-'[Q+~H'(V} (11) J. A=I;--i(lY+G); 

<':)=[£-<k' (e') W(v) )V']-I <k' (e'}iG.k>. 

~=A-I (e') (iG.1H~W(v) <7') 1. 
A (e') =f-i(;'+Q'+G}. 

(A. 8) 

(A.9) 

The matrix elements of the solution (A. 8) for the case 
Yom =0 have been written out in[36l. The work of the 
weak field is determined by the matrix element (r mn). 
It is easy to obtain for it an explicit expreSSion, but this 
expression is cumbersome and will not be presented 
here. We confine ourselves only to the first nonlinear 
corrections. In addition, we neglect the effect of 
"phase memory" for the m -n transition (Ii = 0) and as
sume' as usual, that rom« kv. Calculation shows that 
under these conditions the following formula is valid for 
the spectral density of the spontaneous emission J" in 
the case of "backward" observation (k" = -k): 

I a: ( W(,,) {N +2G'(N -N } ~ 
• rmn'+(Q.'-~mn)' m n m rm+Vm 

[ 1 'iim+Amo (' W(v) )]}) 
X rm.'+(Q'-~mn)' + rm+vm-lim-Amo rm.'+(Q'-~mn}' . 

(A. 10) 
The expression in the curly brackets in (A. 10) together 
with the factor W(v) constitutes the velocity distribution 
of the population of the level m in the presence of the 
strong field. When the apparatus profile of the inter
ferometer is included, the line contour (A. 10) is trans
formed into 

(A. 11) 

For a three-level system, which we specify the 
strong field in the transition m -n (V!fIn = G exp( - i( wt 
-kr)]) and the weak field in the transition m -l (VIM 
=G,. exp[ - i(W,J -k"r)]). The density-matrix elements 
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of interest to us have the following dependence on the 
time and on the coordinate: 

pml=rmlexp [-i(Q.t-k.r)], pnl=r"lexp [-i(et-qr}]. (A. 12) 

In the problem of spontaneous emission in the n-l 
transition, the quantities r "" and r n/ , which are inde
pendent of the coordinates and of the time, satisfy a 
matrix equation analogous to (A.3) 

A;-~<;)W{") =Q; 

r=(rml) Q=iG (Rmm) 
rl t Il Rm •• ' ' 

(A. 13) 

~ = (Vml _ 0 ) . 
o \'nl 

Here Rmn and R!" are taken from the solution of (A. 3). 
The solution of this equation takes the form (A.8), with 
allowance for the change in the expression for the ma
trices .contained therein. In the approximation where 
only the first nonlinear corrections are used, we have 
the following analog of (A. 11) (we neglect the phase 
memory, i.e., Vml =iinl = iimn =0): 

I. a: ~ j exp(-v'lv'}dv 

l'nv _00 (rm,+"(.}'+(Q.-~",+k.v)' 

{ N +2G'(N -N }~[ 1 X m n m r m +vm -::r:-mn-:;-,+-'--;-:(~7"2--~-:-m-n---:;-k-v }e:;-, 

+~ vm+Amo j :xp(-v"lv'}dV: 2]}' 
Yrrv rm+Vm-vm-Amo _~rmn +(Q-~mn-kv) (A. 14) 

At 0",0 $ kv and r ml + Yj« kv, Eq. (A. 14) leads to ex
pression (1). 

llFormula (2) corresponds to the model of nondegenerate 
states. When the degeneracy of the levels 352' 2P4 and 2PI0 
is taken into account for the indicated polarizations the right
hand sides in (2) are multiplied by the coefficients 10/9 and 
100/99 for the 0.54 and 0.63 Illines, respectively. 

2JIn place of formula (7) or lOI (the right-hand of which must ad
ditonaUy be divided by 27r), we used for the determination of 
CI,2 more exact expressions obtained by starting from (A. 11) 
and (A. 14). 

3JAn estimate based on the measurement of the ratio of the in
tegrated intensities of the spontaneous emission in the m-n 
transition with and without a laser field yields for typical ex
perimental conditions Nn/Nm '" 6. 

4JThe values r 2(i,p), r 2(i=0, p) atp=0.6 mmHgwereobtained 
with an interferometer having a free spectal range ~j = 500 
MHz, without introducing a correction for the waviness ofthe 
pedestal. 
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Penning ionization by highly excited atoms is considered. The asymptotic two-center electron wave 
function is set up for an arbitrary ion + atom system. This function is needed for the solution of many 
atomic-collision-theory problems involving nonresonant transitions of the electron from one center to 
another. The results of the calculations are applied to the case of ionization of noble-gas atoms and 
hydrogen molecules by highly excited helium atoms. It is shown that the process proceeds mainly via the 
exchange channel. The conclusions of the theory are in good agreement with the experimental results. 

PACS numbers: 34.50.Hc 

1. INTRODUCTION FORMULATION OF PROBLEM 

In gas-discharge physics, besides the Penning ioniza
tion processU ] (ionization by metastable atoms), great 
interest attaches also to ionization by more strongly ex
cited atoms. In experiments with ionization cham-
bers, [2-5], for example, an increase of the ionization 
current due to one fast a particle was observed in gas 
mixtures in which ionization by metastable atoms is en
ergywise impossible in one collision (He + Ne, Ar + Xe 
etc.). To produce a gas laser in a recombining plas
ma[6] it is important to know the cross sections for the 
ionization of the impurity gas atoms by the excited he
lium atoms. Results of the direct measurements of the 
cross section for the ionization of Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe atoms 
by He (3' P, 33 P, 33S, 3'S) atoms at a collision energy 
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600 OK were recently reported. [7] 

We consider processes of the type 

A'+X-A+X++e, 

the excitation energy of the atom A* being larger than 
the ionization potential Jx of the atom X. When such 
particles approach each other, an auto ionization state 
is produced, the decay of which leads to reaction (1). 
The magnitude of the decay width and the potential ener
gy of the interaction of the produced state depend strong
lyon the excitation number of the atom A*, so that the 
cross sections of the reactions (1) can differ significant
ly in absolute magnitude and in the character of the de
pendence on the collision energy for the different excited 
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